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CHAPTERR I AN INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATION 

ii An introduction to integration 

Att first sight the concepts competition and environmental 
protectionn have about as much to do with each other as do the concepts of free 
markett economy and pollution. All four concepts are abstract and hard, if not 
impossible,, to define accurately. For a legal scholar this definitional uncertainty 
iss nothing more than an inconvenience as soon as he is able to retreat into his 
habitatt that is filled with well-defined legal concepts and reasoning. The incon-
veniencee becomes a core question as soon as this habitat is 'polluted' with a legal 
principlee that is less than well defined. An example of such a site that requires 
rehabilitationn is Article 6 EC. This provision contains a so-called integration 
clausee and reads as follows: 

'Environmental'Environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition 
andand implementation of the Community policies and activities [...],  in particular with 
aa view to promoting sustainable development.' 

Too the relief of the lawyer, the wording of this provision, 'must be integrated', 
indicatess that it is a legally binding obligation to integrate environmental consid-
erations.. Moreover, the judgment in PreussenElektra shows that the Court has 
recoursee to this provision in order to be able to interpret Community law in a 
specificc case.1 Yet another case shows that other environmental principles can 
bee invoked in legal proceedings and are thus certainly not confined confined to 
thee political arena.2 A further reading of the provision similarly comforts the 
legall  scholar as he can learn from Article 3 of the EC Treaty what exactly are the 
'Communityy policies and activities' mentioned in Article 6 EC. 

Interestingly,, and this brings us to the main theme of this research, competi-
tionn policy is one of the Community policies.' The institutions responsible for 
thee definition and implementation of the Community's competition policy are 
thuss under an obligation to integrate environmental protection requirements 
andd competition requirements. However, already in the introduction to this book 
aa number of questions arose the answers to which are far from obvious. Simply 
prohibitingg environmental agreements without even mentioning the environ-
mentall  aspects involved will probably fall foul of the integration principle in 
Articlee 6 EC. Similarly, granting the parties unlimited possibilities to restrict 
competitionn as soon as some environmental interest is involved is also uncalled 
for.. The answer to the question what role for environmental considerations in 
ECC competition law Article 6 EC exactly requires, is obscure and probably lies 

11 Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra v, Schleswag (PreussenElektra), [2001] ECR I-2099, para. 76. 
22 Case C-341/95, Bettati v. Safety High Tech (Bettati), [1998] ECR I-4355, paras. 32-36. 
33 Article 3(i)(g) EC. 
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somewheree between the two extremes mentioned above. The first part of the 
mainn question indicated in the introduction asks precisely this question: 'what 
rolee should environmental protection requirements play in the EC's competition 
laww and policy?' 

Initially ,, this research took the abovementioned Article 6 EC as a point of 
departuree in order to embark on a purely legal journey. The first part of the 
mainn question is, however, impossible to answer within this purely legal frame-
work.. According to Article 6 this role should amount to an 'integration'. This 
onlyy leads to the question what the concept of integration exactly means. Most 
explanationss of this concept verge on the tautological in that they boil down to 
aa statement that the environment must 'be fully taken into account' or 'should 
bee taken into consideration'.4 The Court's case law refers to the integration 
principlee on a number of occasions concerning the choice of the legal basis for 
Communityy action in a certain field. These cases, even though they again show 
thee legal character of the integration principle, do littl e to clarify the concept of 
integrationn itself.5 

Fortunately,, Article 6 itself already contains the beginning of an answer to 
thee riddle of what constitutes integration. Such integration, according to Article 
6,, should in particular 'promote sustainable development'.6 This leads us to the 
questionn of how sustainable development must be defined. Again in a nutshell, 
sustainablee development means that there is economic development, however, it 
shouldd be in keeping with, inter alia, environmental protection considerations.7 

Sustainablee development does not mean a return to the early hominid way of 
lif ee even though that wil l undoubtedly mean less environmental degradation. 
Thee other extreme, unmitigated economic growth without any consideration 
forr other factors than economic growth and financial profit, certainly also falls 
outsidee the scope of sustainable development. Sustainable development is all 
aboutt finding a modus vivendi for economic growth and environmental protec-
tion.. This balanced relationship cannot be found using legal reasoning alone. As 
itt concerns economic growth, economic reasoning should also form part of the 
analysis. . 

InIn order to define what constitutes sustainable development and, conse-
quently,, integration within the meaning of Article 6 EC, the legal scholar must 
venturee into a world where economics and the law are not studied as separate 
thingss that exist in a vacuum. He must enter a world where economics and law 

44 Kramer 2000, p. 14,16. 
55 See for an overview of this case law: Jans 2000, p. 10,12 and 44 et seq. 
66 This objective could also be deducted from Article 2 EC where it is listed as one of the ends of the 

Community. . 
77 An example of other considerations taken into account as part of sustainability would be the social and 

workingg conditions. 
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aree seen as two methods (instruments) to explain and, to a greater or lesser 
extent,, steer behaviour in a society. In this view, neither law nor economics is 
seenn as absolute and both are recognised to be interrelated (and related to other 
factors). . 

Economicss and the law have already been tentatively applied to the specific 
problemm of environmental pollution in the introduction. We can see every-
wheree around us how, if left uncorrected, the free market economy, relying on 
competitionn as its foremost allocative mechanism, can lead to environmental 
degradation.88 This is not inherent in the free market economy or competition 
butt is the result of the external nature of the environment. A certain amount of 
environmentall  degradation will not involve costs for any specific economic actor 
butt for society in general only and even then in many cases only on the longer 
term.. Pollution in many cases does not entail any direct costs for an individual 
economicc actor. This is the external nature of the environment and this is why 
thee individual, guided by economic efficiency considerations, will not consider 
itt necessary to protect the environment or invest in environmental innovations. 
Thee existence of externalities has been recognised in economics for a long time.9 

Moreover,, the implications of externalities for the free market economy and 
competitionn have received considerable attention in economic writing. Basically, 
economistss see externalities as a market failure. Such a market failure is a factor 
thatt wil l generally lead to something being considered, in the economic sense, 
aa public good or bad. According to some economists that is where the govern-
ment,, and with it regulation and lawmaking, enters the market. The answer to 
thee question of what the concept 'integration' means, takes a beginning in the 
appreciationn of the economic relations between competition and the free market 
economyy on the one hand and environmental protection on the other. 

Thiss research is thus, in part, such an escape from the legal habitat into 
thee 'real world' where economics and law interrelate and neither is absolute. 
Moree precisely, we will first investigate the evolution of competition law and 
policyy and how it relates to the free market economy. This will be called 'a legal 
andd economic analysis of competition' and will take place in chapter 2. In the 
coursee of this overview we will also deal with the concept of externalities and its 
relationn with competition as the prime instrument of the free market economy. 
Afterr the competition-side of the matter has thus been charted, the evolution 
off  environmental law and policy will be investigated in chapter 3 to reveal how 
competitionn and environmental policy have slowly become interrelated. In this 

88 For example, the success of low-budget air carriers has resulted in (ridiculously) low air Fares. Such low 

faress encourage air travel (one Dutch carrier advertises with a family who decide on Saturday to spend a 

Sundayy in London) which is certainly not beneficial to the environment. 
99 It can be traced back British economist Arthur Cecile Pigou's work from the beginning of nineteenth 

century.. Probably, Pigou's thinking on externalities has its roots in the earlier work of Marshall. 
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chapterr environmental law and policy are analysed from a legal as well economic 
perspective.. Since the writer of this book has not been educated as an economist 
andd this book has been prepared as a PhD thesis for a law faculty, the economic 
reasoningg contained in this chapter wil l be limited and open to refinements. 
Withh the help of the insights into this mutually reinforcing relation between 
competitionn and the protection of the environment we wil l define a model for 
thee integration of environmental protection requirements and competition in 
chapterr 4. This model wil l be used to answer the question of what the role of 
environmentall  protection requirements in competition law should be. 
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